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1. Methods, Other Covariates Line 163, overweight (18.5-<25) ,Overweight (25-<30) need further correction.

2. In Table 2, Geometric mean ALT level is lowest in non-Hispanic black. But in Table 3, it ranked the 3rd of the geometric mean arsenic level among different groups, which is not consistent with the overall trend of correlation of elevated ALT level and arsenic exposure. What's the possible explanation and please put it into discussion.

3. Although Table 4 has already adjusted for age,gender and BMI etc., it would be better to have the BMI figure among different ethnicity groups to see if there is any different distribution among different ethnicity groups which may confound the result.

4. Since high BMI is the major contributing factor, the role and impact of arsenic exposure may be best delineated in lean male in this cohort just as Taiwanese study. I wonder that if you can show this in another figure, and better in separate race/ethnicity groups.
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